Ash Vac

TC-AV 1718 D
Item No.: 2351661
Ident No.: 21011
Bar Code: 4006825660739
The Einhell ash vacuum cleaner TC-AV 1718 D gets rid of piles of cold ash with equal resolve from fireplaces, pellet ovens and barbecues. For user
comfort there is an 18-liter collection container and a practical carrying handle. Neither fine dust nor ash have a chance to escape thanks to a pleated
filter. An additional pre-filter enhances filtration even further and also prevents a fast blockage of the pleated filter. Emptying the ash container is easy
thanks to quick-release fasteners. When not in use, the power cable is stored with a cable tie. Also practical is being able to use the blowing function
simply by shifting the hose to the air outlet. Delivery includes a metal-reinforced suction hose and an aluminum suction tube.

Features & Benefits
- The 18 liter collection container enables a long use
- Practical carrying handle for an easy transport
- No chance for fine and ash dust thanks to the pleated filter
- An additional pre-filter ensures better filtration
- Pre-filter prevents a fast blockage of the pleated filter
- With blowing function by inserting the hose on the air outlet
- Easy emptying of the container thanks to quick-release fasteners
- Practical storage of the power cable with a cable tie
- Incl. metal-reinforced suction hose and aluminum tube

Technical Data
- Mains supply
- Power
- Suction power max.
- Vessel capacity
- Suction hose length
- Suction hose diameter

220-240 V | 50/60 Hz
1200 W
170 mbar
18 L
1m
36 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight
- Gross weight single packaging
- Dimensions single packaging
- Pieces per export carton
- Gross weight export carton
- Dimensions export carton
- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC)

3.25 kg
4.3 kg
340 x 340 x 300 mm
1 Pieces
4.3 kg
345 x 345 x 310 mm
736 | 1556 | 1794

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved
GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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Available as special accessories
Pre-filter AV
Ash Vac Accessory
Item No.: 2351315
Bar Code: 4006825646306
Einhell Accessory

Pleated Filter AV
Ash Vac Accessory
Item No.: 2351311
Bar Code: 4006825661507
Einhell Accessory
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